
 

Executive Session

 

Board Members Present: 

Glenn Baldwin – President  Dennis Cantrell 

Tim Spelde – Member at Large 

Steve held a teleconference with the project team (Dick 

has $275,000 budgeted to complete the project and the lowest bid was Fischer at $326,000.   The team met to discuss 

how they could update the project to stay within the budget and they looked at t

$53,000 ($140 per square yard) they replaced that to put riprap there instead.  The change of cost in that is a $25,000 

savings.  Dennis agreed with that change and asked if the board can do that without going to 

said absolutely.  Other changes: Station 5 +80 and station 6+85

which would be a savings of $16,000.  Dennis asked if the changes would affect the integrity of the shoreline stabilization 

and whether it would meet with approval from the EPA and Steve said that the changes would not affect the integrity of 

the shoreline stabilization, meeting a higher stand

10ft per second (100 year flood flow).  They ran all of these suggested changes by the EPA and they have pre

them.   They have $28,000 left in their grant budget

$16,000 to stabilize Schings Park, that leaves them $12,000 in the grant that they could move over to the Babbling Brook 

section.  Dennis asked if they could vote as a board to go over the budgeted a

Steve said yes.  Dennis asked if, legally speaking, do they have to award Fischer the bid as is and then make adjustments 

and Steve said yes.  They talked to Fischer 

the other contractors ($1,200 vs. $6,000-24,000) and Fischer said that his sub

who has done this type of work before, and he has straight planting costs under that line item while the 

shown under other line items.  Woody said that he stands behind those 

might help them come in at a lower bid is that they have their own quarry and they are local

about their bid, they didn’t ask them to lower their bid, instead that asked if they made adjustments to the work to be 

performed to lower the overall cost, can they go on the numbers that Fischer gave the RCD to calculate what the savings 

would be and Fischer said yes.  Glenn asked how much they are eligible to receive from the EPA and Becky said that the 

RCD budgeted $388,000 for the project with the EPA to reimburse $237,416.86 of that.

to cover their portion of the project without getting a loan.  Dennis asked about the coir fiber logs and whether we could let 

them know that we know a supplier that can provide them cheaper since their quote on that was so much higher than the 

other contractors – Steve said that Woody is o

someone makes sure that happens.  Steve recommended that they accept the Fischer bid

Stabilization Project in an open meeting and then notify Fischer and let them know the changes that they want to make. 

7:28PM – End Executive Session  
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Executive Session-Babbling Brook Bid Selection

Dennis Cantrell – Vice President Steve Larry – Member 

d a teleconference with the project team (Dick Bauman, Rebecca Olson and Joe Rush) this morning.   The RCD 

has $275,000 budgeted to complete the project and the lowest bid was Fischer at $326,000.   The team met to discuss 

how they could update the project to stay within the budget and they looked at the instead of using the slope mattress for 

$53,000 ($140 per square yard) they replaced that to put riprap there instead.  The change of cost in that is a $25,000 

Dennis agreed with that change and asked if the board can do that without going to the other bidders and Steve 

said absolutely.  Other changes: Station 5 +80 and station 6+85 they suggested replacing the gabio

Dennis asked if the changes would affect the integrity of the shoreline stabilization 

and whether it would meet with approval from the EPA and Steve said that the changes would not affect the integrity of 

a higher standard than the requirement to maintain stability through 

They ran all of these suggested changes by the EPA and they have pre

them.   They have $28,000 left in their grant budget to stabilize the Lake’s shorelines, of which they need to set aside 

$16,000 to stabilize Schings Park, that leaves them $12,000 in the grant that they could move over to the Babbling Brook 

Dennis asked if they could vote as a board to go over the budgeted amount, using their own funds if need be and 

Steve said yes.  Dennis asked if, legally speaking, do they have to award Fischer the bid as is and then make adjustments 

They talked to Fischer about the cost of plantings and why their plant bid was so much cheaper than 

24,000) and Fischer said that his sub-contractor for vegetation is Plum Creek, 

who has done this type of work before, and he has straight planting costs under that line item while the 

Woody said that he stands behind those numbers.  The advantage that Fischer has that 

might help them come in at a lower bid is that they have their own quarry and they are local.  When they talked to Fischer 

about their bid, they didn’t ask them to lower their bid, instead that asked if they made adjustments to the work to be 

performed to lower the overall cost, can they go on the numbers that Fischer gave the RCD to calculate what the savings 

cher said yes.  Glenn asked how much they are eligible to receive from the EPA and Becky said that the 

RCD budgeted $388,000 for the project with the EPA to reimburse $237,416.86 of that.  The RCD has the funds available 

ct without getting a loan.  Dennis asked about the coir fiber logs and whether we could let 

them know that we know a supplier that can provide them cheaper since their quote on that was so much higher than the 

Steve said that Woody is open to those suggestions.  Dennis wants to ensure that Joe Rush or 

meone makes sure that happens.  Steve recommended that they accept the Fischer bid for the 2011 Babbling Brook 

and then notify Fischer and let them know the changes that they want to make. 

 

Babbling Brook Bid Selection 

Member at Large 

Bauman, Rebecca Olson and Joe Rush) this morning.   The RCD 

has $275,000 budgeted to complete the project and the lowest bid was Fischer at $326,000.   The team met to discuss 

he instead of using the slope mattress for 

$53,000 ($140 per square yard) they replaced that to put riprap there instead.  The change of cost in that is a $25,000 

the other bidders and Steve 

they suggested replacing the gabion baskets with riprap, 

Dennis asked if the changes would affect the integrity of the shoreline stabilization 

and whether it would meet with approval from the EPA and Steve said that the changes would not affect the integrity of 

ard than the requirement to maintain stability through water events up to 

They ran all of these suggested changes by the EPA and they have pre-approved 

e the Lake’s shorelines, of which they need to set aside 

$16,000 to stabilize Schings Park, that leaves them $12,000 in the grant that they could move over to the Babbling Brook 

mount, using their own funds if need be and 

Steve said yes.  Dennis asked if, legally speaking, do they have to award Fischer the bid as is and then make adjustments 

t bid was so much cheaper than 

contractor for vegetation is Plum Creek, 

who has done this type of work before, and he has straight planting costs under that line item while the finishing for is 

.  The advantage that Fischer has that 

.  When they talked to Fischer 

about their bid, they didn’t ask them to lower their bid, instead that asked if they made adjustments to the work to be 

performed to lower the overall cost, can they go on the numbers that Fischer gave the RCD to calculate what the savings 

cher said yes.  Glenn asked how much they are eligible to receive from the EPA and Becky said that the 

The RCD has the funds available 

ct without getting a loan.  Dennis asked about the coir fiber logs and whether we could let 

them know that we know a supplier that can provide them cheaper since their quote on that was so much higher than the 

pen to those suggestions.  Dennis wants to ensure that Joe Rush or 

for the 2011 Babbling Brook 

and then notify Fischer and let them know the changes that they want to make.  


